The toxic effects of cations and anions depend (1) on cation imbalance involving the relative concentrations of the ions Na, K, Mg, Ca, Mn, Ba and Li and (2) on toxic effects independent of cation imbalance. Since both are related directly to the composition of the medium, it is necessary to define the medium and to stipulate that duplication of the results depends on duplication of growth conditions. In addition to the composition of the medium, different cultures respond differently to the same concentration of cation. Since toxicity is judged by ability to grow in the specific medium, the amount of inoculum is important, for a large inoculum may inactivate enough of the toxic substance to permit growth.
Brenes-Pomales et al. (1954) found that the cultures from the Carbondale breeding stock fell into two different categories in respect to sensitivity to copper-one grew well in peptoneliquid yeast extract broth containing 159 ppm of copper sulfate whereas another group of cultures failed to grow in the same medium, but grew well in copper-free medium. Genetical analysis revealed that the differences in sensitivity and resistance to copper found in these cultures was controlled by a single gene. The diagnosis of growth or failure to grow was based on inspection of the culture tubes for turbidity.
MATERIALS AD METHODS
An extensive study of the sensitivity of yeast to cations has been reported by White (1954 (Lindegren and Lindegren, 1956 ). These designations are relatively arbitrary since a cd culture with a very low mutation rate to resistance would be classified as cd, while a cd culture with a high mutation rate to resistance might be classified CD. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 3 phenotypes in 5 different families. The inscribed symbols indicate cultures selected at random in the general survey. Family I was descended from a pair to produce a heterozygous hybrid from which 27 regularly segregating tetrads were obtained. Family II was similarly heterozygous and produced 21 regularly segregating tetrads. Families III and IV were homozygous on agar and observe the growth appearing in for CD and cd respectively and produced the the area occupied by the drop. Figure I cultures to cadmium and actidione and found to be "resistant." It was inferred that the genes controlling resistance to cadmium and actidione are dominant.
DISCUSS1ON
The hereditary control of sensitivity to cadmium is demonstrated by the fact that resistant 2 The two-letter symbols indicate genotypes (small letters for recessive and capitals for dominants). SU, sucrose-fermentation; GA, galactosefermentation; MA, maltose-fermentation; MG, methyl a-D-glucopyranoside-fermentation; ME, melibiose-fermentation; CD, cadmium-resistance; and AC, actidione-resistance. The three-letter symbols indicate phenotypes. Capitals indicate fermentative ability (or resistance) and small letters inability to ferment (or sensitivity). cultures mated to each other produced only resistant offspring while sensitive cultures mated to each other produced only sensitive offspring. The hybrid between a sensitive and a resistant produced 3 types of offspring: a sensitive, a resistant, and one which adapted to resistance after more or less prolonged exposure to cadmium. The third phenotype has been interpreted as an originally sensitive culture which mutates to resistant, at the locus of the resistant gene, and is inferred to be a third allele. Irregular segregations are inferred to result from gene-conversion involving these three alleles. The difficulty of characterizing offspring arises partly from the necessity for determining the optimal range for the expression of the character. Sensitive cells may be incapable of growth in 50 ppm of cadmium or may be able to grow in 150 ppm of cadmium. These differences are probably controlled by other genes segregating in the hybrid which was heterozygous for 9 known genetical markers and was probably heterozygous for several other undetected genes. In a project aimed primarily at map making, it is not expedient to pursue further the identification of genes which express themselves by increasing or diminishing the sensitivity of the sensitive (so-called plus and minus modifiers), since a single mating is not sufficient to define the segregant and subsequent matings are necessary to characterize it precisely. This should not be interpreted as a criticism of projects aimed at the enumeration of the number of loci involved in the control of a phenotype.
The irregular expression of the mutable cultures emphasizes the necessity for replicated tests. Since the inoculation of 500,000 cells failed at times to produce growth in over half of the tubes inoculated (containing a concentration of cadmium in which a very large fraction of the resistant cells appear to survive and grow) it is clear that the original culture is sensitive and that the subsequent growth in the positive tubes is due to a change of phenotype possibly by gene mutation. Planting a drop of a thick suspension of cells on an agar plate containing cadmium provides a replicated test and serves further to indicate the number of resistant variants which arise from the inoculum.
Extensive attempts to analyze the genetical control of sensitivity to chromium, vanadium, nickel' and cobalt (involving tests in each case
